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Context. Security protocols are distributed programs that aim at ensuring security proper-
ties, such as confidentiality, authentication or anonymity, by the means of cryptography. Such
protocols are widely deployed, e.g., for electronic commerce on the Internet, in banking net-
works, mobile phones and more recently electronic elections.

Formal methods have demonstrated their usefulness when designing and analyzing secu-
rity protocols. They indeed provide rigorous frameworks and techniques that have allowed
to discover new flaws. For example, passports are no longer pure paper documents and they
contain a chip that stores the personal data of its holder. It has been shown that the Basic
Access Control protocol used to protect the data stored inside the chip is flawed. It is actually
possible to recognize a previously observed passport, potentially tracing passport holders [1].

Many results exist in literature for analyzing reachability properties, such as confidentia-
lity and authentication. Recently, indistinguishability properties, received a lot of attention,
and several procedures/tools have been developed (e.g. ProVerif [2], Apte [3]). The notion
of indistinguishability is particularly useful to model different flavors of anonymity, strong
versions of confidentiality, and specification of security properties as ideal systems.

Though security protocols are often described in a concise way, the verification problem
is difficult due to several sources of unboundedness :

1. the number of agents potentially using the protocol is unbounded, as well as the number
of protocol sessions ;

2. the size of messages which can be forged by an attacker is also unbounded.

Actually, even for a simple notion of secrecy, the verification problem is undecidable.

Objectives of the internship. We would like to investigate the unboundedness issue due to
the number of agents that are potentially using the protocol. For reachability properties (e.g.
secrecy, authentication), it has been shown that it is always sufficient to consider a bounded
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number of agents (actually 2 agents are sufficient) [4]. More precisely, it has been shown that :
if there is an attack involving n agents then there is an attack involving at most 2 agents. Such a
result has been established in a model based on Horn clauses that allows one to express many
security protocols as soon as they rely on standard cryptographic primitives (e.g. symmetric
and asymnetric encryptions) and they do not use else branch.

The goal of this internship is to develop a similar reduction result for indistinguishability
properties. Such a reduction result will be useful to forget about the universal quantifications
over agent identifiers and consider finitely many instances of the different protocol roles. This
will allow us to get rid of one source of unboundedness when considering the verification
problem.

Expected skills. We are looking for candidates with good skills in Foundations of Computer
Science (logic, automatic deduction, ...). Some knowledge in security is an asset but is not
mandatory. The candidate will assimilate this knowledge during the internship.

This internship may also lead to a PhD thesis on similar topics.
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